
WRITING AN HISTORICAL NOVEL SOCIETY

Join the Historical Novel Society: Connect with people all round the world who love historical fiction. Find your next great
read. Get help with your writing.

I think we are actually less certain of getting that kind of result in the UK now. There are also many of once
popular authors who have now disappeared from view. We are more a North American society now than a UK
group, both in terms of member numbers and numbers of active members. In a recently conducted historical
fiction survey, people listed favourite reading oriented websites, blogs and social media sites. If so, why? It
also means that you have to be VERY careful with how you spend your time. And my share from
idiots--including death threats--that I am woman enough to take without lashing back. Many create blogs as a
venue for sharing. With only 89 mentions, Amazon does not fare well. We are limited to , sometimes fewer
words in our reviews. Blogs, twitter, facebookâ€¦ all eat up hours. If so, what is it? What are the implications
for writers, agents and publishers? What new trends are emerging? It is a fairly huge job for volunteers, and it
had to wait till someone had the time and drive to devote to leading it I tried several other people before taking
it on myself. I recently subscribed to one of its services, the Historical Fiction Daily, which features a wide
range of articles in an easily readable format. Broadcast sites like online newspapers and publishing houses
offer primarily one-way flows of information signified by a single-headed arrow. I can see not joining
HNS--Goodreads here is providing stopgaps to many of our desires. Also, my life changes, so I have had to
stand back a lot over the years I have a business and three children. When the lists go out, I personally rarely
choose from among the overwhelming number of historical romances we receive--they are often difficult to
place, actually. Author sites and blogs find support amongst readers but offer less dialogue. Historical fiction
can sometimes bring history closer: you can touch back to the way that people used to think. He was a Reuters
journalist, really gifted, had had a few of his art-world mysteries published, and I could see that he had a
future. I rarely have time to read all the reviews and articles, I confess. She said that she knew pretty early on
which of her fellow course members would be successful and which would not. I just want to say I've been at
this business on my sixth agent that I don't expect to be always on the receiving end of good, intelligent
reviews. The most popular thing will always be the breadth of what we offer: the sheer number of reviews and
features, all searchable in one place. With the website we have scope to add to this much more of the history
of historical fiction. All writers are different, so you can make few generalizations, but one thing that Tracy
Chevalier once said to me has always struck me as very good advice. Love the face-to-face meetings and the
chances to get involved supporting the cause--a home outside of RWA. We also use third-party cookies that
help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. What are the most popular features? I also think that the genre that is loosely based on genealogy
will continue in popularity: our grandparents and great grandparents lived through times that will seem
increasingly mythical. The film of The Other Boleyn Girl reached a different audience from the books. I love
historical fiction because it continually challenges authors.


